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KEEPING YOUR FAMILY RECORDS 

However, I do think one or t"o readers have jumped the gun a 
little. Perhaps f did not make it clear that my Pecords were 
in several sections and that the first article only dealt with 
the filing of SO"IYx material rrCJm Public Records. For pers- 
onal records I have individual and family files and a master 
card index which will be described in the next article. 

At the end of the day it is up to the reader to pick out the 
system. or points from a system, that wit5 him best. 

KEEPING MY FAMILY RECORDS .l c , HR‘BROOKS 

Your article on the keeping of family records (winter 1983) 
forces me to write this letter to offer a rebuttal to your 
suggested method of, information storage. The methods given 
below fly in the face Of your, and standard procedure, recom- 
mendations but they have served me well in active research. 
J once had 15 custom-made 2” binders with the data in them. 
Nice looking on the desk, yes; workable, no. The s.y*tem 
suggested below is simpler than what you suggest and it imp- 
roves productivity as data is readily located and it brings 
otherwise disconnected facts about a person together. 

*nyone doing a serious one-name study Should first purchase 
an office filing cabinet of four or five drawers rather than 
the nOteboOkS you suggest. Many of the divisions you suggest 
(RO adresses, photos, libraries etc.) become SECTIONS of the 
filing cabinet. The use of 'Pendaflex' type hanging folders 
works the best for or9a"isatio" within the drawers. 

ALL information gathered about a family member is NOT enter- 
ed into the file cabinet nor onto any form of "~tebook paper. 
This is the cardinal error most genealogists make! Enter 
the data onto 3 x 5 cards. One reference per card including 
the citation of the refercncc of the source. Several examp- 
ICS arc enclosed so tile goncra1 layout may become apparent. 

- 
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These information cards arc stored in two Eilcs, the uniden- 
tified rcfcrcnces and the idcntiEied ones. filed in alphab- 
etical order in both Cases. 

The filing of the unidentified cards bring4 together all 
references about a given name automatically. YOU may then 
notice connections between scvcral cards of a given first 
name that would not have been noticed if the sam information 
resided in a collection of notebooks. 

The identified cards provide an automatic index to the iden- 
.i tified lines. When used in conjunction with a computer based 

data system it provides the search function that is imposs- 
ible with a micro working on a large database. It a150 has 
several other ad"anLages. l.it provides a system that will 

: enable the researcher to continue no matter what happens to 
the computer and its discs of data, and 2, it allows the 
information to be duplicated for use' by others without any 
concern to computers and their many computability details. 

._ 
It could seem that the writing of reference and library data 
on each card is not truly needed but it is. If multiple 
references from the .same *ource are found in a library, only 
the first card will have the complete citation listed. 
Others can simply have the page numbers written in the libr- 
ary and they are a11 rubber-banded together. Outside the 
library rubber stamps can be used to imprint the redundant 
data. This maximises library time. which is precious, and 
puts as much of the necessary donkey work into time which 
is not as precious. 

This system has been a proven success in my 18 year5 of res- 
earth ~filling about 15 filing drawers with information and 
generating an estimated 6000 'unidentified', 8000 'identified 
and 11000 'computer data base index' cards. 

Sorry to have so quickly climbed an my soapbox but I hate 
to see methods that are .not generally appropriate suggested. 
Excuse the jest but shmld I write the rebuttal on computer 
data base* now or wait until you write on them? My method 
is different from the 'accepted' one but it is cheap and 
effective. It al.50 allows a system of any number of mega- 
bytes of information to be accessed by 48K of RAM. Mine now 
has about 11 megabytes of information on it but that is anoth- 
er rebuttal. 
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With reference to your request for descriptions of filing sy*- 
terns (VOl.1 NO.9), I’ve been engrossed in this “hobby” for 
about 81xtCe” years and after much floundering around through 
trial and *~POII, I've finally come up with a system which 
YOi-kS for me. 

I, too, “ee loose-leaf binders but in a completely different 
way to your system. I have a large binder rot each family 
branch (or surname) and my notes *re kept in it in the follow- 
ing order : 

a. chronologically beginning with the earliest generation 
working up to the present (for me” only - da”@ters ere 

.filed ““de= their father’s names). 

b. under each person I Keep all material found on him 
beginning with hi5 birth certificate or proor of hap- 
tim; schoolfnp: marriage: children; cereer: death; 
etc. 60 that it is relatively easy to find detail* 
quickly when needed. 

Needless to say. some surna!“es have only one binder while 
Others have several, SYCh es my Ricketts. I ha”* three 
binder8 for my own family; one for another line and two misc- 
ell*“eO”S. 

I” conjunction with these “fact” binders, I also have 100-p*@ 
loose-leaf albums and again have arranged them chronologically 
beginning with the eer1iest family member for “horn I have 
pictures. working through each line separately - for instance 
if generation one has two sons, I do so” No.1 and all his de*- 
cendants and then go back to son No.2 and follow his line to 
the present day. It Works well. The photo album can tnua 
be u*ed separately .,r in canjunction with “fact” files. 

TO complement this syetem I also use a Card file for quick 
reference. Actually, I ori&,ally began with the cards but 
the” found I needed something mow - hence the binders. The 
cards are 4” x 6” and *re called “Pereonal Record Cards” - 
available through S.Of 0. Brief details are kept a” the*e 
so that at a glance one may see dates and places Of birth, .’ 
marriage and death, parents. spouse and children, and a simple 
numbering system is used for cross-reference. It is time- 
cmm;;i,,g to keep the cards up-to-date but well worth the 

I also use 3” x 5” cards for a11 the miscellaneous 
Ricketts’s I haven’t been able to fit anywhere yet; this size 
18 used mainly because I had several metal file boxes give” 
CO me ! 

I tr”st thie description makes sense and is helpful. 
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What is needed is an *rr*ngeme”t based on locality and :~:.I 
persona1 name, bringing all types of r-cord for each name i:- 
gether so that they can be Viewed as a whole. Most Of 25 
will already have worked out a set of loose-leaf files divided 
first by county and within each county alphabetically by par- 
ish. Each parish is divided alphabetically by name w 
agically, viz. -. 

Shropshire 
StOtteSdO” 

James watmore 17th cent. 
James watmore 18th cent. 

Under each name I would wi*h to include all references to the 
name, parish registers, will abstracts, c6urt records, census 
returns, monumental inscriptions, and so forth. 

Card indexes attempting to cover every name, I ha”* found 
quite beyond me. There are too many names and the cards (even 
AS ones) cannot carry. enough information. They do not give 
the overall ccnspectus a” A4 page can do. 

Some useful indexes that can be maintained. however. include 
couples, e.g. for the Watmore family in chronological order: 

1579 William an* Margaret Cleobury bTor:illler 
1682 William and Margaret Worcester 

Who may, or may not. be the same couple ar.d ajiait furth?r 
evidence. Another useful list is of in-laws in silm*m* OrlIr 
with date, th”* : 
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KEEPING MY FhMILY nECORDS E..J.G.BALLEY 

HOW much I agree with your correspondent ~Dr.J.D.Hodsdo”, 
“01.1 NO.9. p.158) in his plea for 'Nor the listing, without 
Con.nCnt, argument or point. of chunks of data from individual 
family history delvings'. When I joined the Guild, I pur- 
chased the back numbers of the Journal expecting to find them 
f"ll Of useful ideas but I quickly 1051 interest for the very 
reason Dr.Hodsdon giws. 

I hope that your article o* Keeping Records will encourage 
others to proffer hints and tip. I am lucky enough to have 
a filing cabinet. so my papers stay in folders, grouped in 
the drawer between titled *eperators. This give* me the 
ability to change the system readily as I progres* and avoids 
the problem of having only an inappropriate letter left 
when a new file needs to be created. 

My 'WORK IN PROGRESS' section has individual folders for 
St.Catherine's House, PRO, IGI. Probare etc., any of which 
can be quickly inserted in my brief ca*e if an unexpected 
trip to London look.5 like leaving time for some researching. 
The train journey usually provides the opportunity to form- 
ulate a plan of campaign. 

Most Of all, * recommend a section entitled 'INFORMATION 
FROM' with a seperate folder for each relation from whom help 
"as obtained. The contents include his other letters to me. 
my notes when visiting them, photocopies of the front pages 
of their family bible etc. I find this method of filing 
preferable to attempting it by surname, far each contribution 
generally ranges oYeZ many names, often on the same Sheet 
Of paper. Not only must all these contributions be kept, 
but be re-read from time to time. one can get 50 much more 
out of them with hi&sight. 

. . 



mere has been much correspondence 0” storage and easily re- 
trievable data; to this end I first have a ioose-:eaf binder 
and defined in the first instance. by baptismal date, say 
THOMAS : 

b.12.5.1650 Buxhall rn.l.l.f672 Stowmarket Thom.,Marg.(SteLe”s: 
d.19.9.1724 Stowmarket Agnes sradlaughe d. ? 

and by using baptismal date order I have a sequence Of history 
and in two lines I have parentage. birth, death. marriage. 
parishes. FL-ml the original binder I men endeavour from 
each Parish (or parishes within the “ici”ity,by topographical 
data from Old maps, to find relationships, tie in the data 
from wills and we have the beginning of family trees which 
SOmetimeS, maybe years later, connect as pi.?ces Of a jigsaw. 
me Worth Of this was proved recently when a correspondent 
from South Australia seeking Jacob data was easily traced to a 
mutual grandfather in 1578 in B”XhYall. Suffolk. 

HELP WANT~ED. 
The Guild’s Register of One-Name Studies has been in print 
for 2 years and is now very much out of date. A new edition 
is badly needed and work an this has been started but it is 

- a very laborious task and takes a very long time. 

Our Chairman wonders whether any Guild member has, or has 
access to, a home computer sufficiently large to hold the 
Register and the use of a suitable printer whose output 
could be used as camera ready copy for printing and. if so. 
would they be willing to volunteer to help to prepare the 
next issue of the Register. 

If you think you can help please write to our Chairman at 
210 sawtry Rd.. Doncaster, S.Yorks ON4 &bZ. 



TiTALLINQ UP THE THIRKILLS EUNICE WILSON 

I've tried everybody's sug@stions on collating my ONE-NAMES 
but they donlt work for me. I've tried card indexes and live 
in dread of their being upset. I've tried to p"t them on my 
wmp"tor but there are so many, the keying in is boring *nd 
l*borious. SC "hat do I do ? Yes, I know, I didn't begin 
correctly but that w** so long ago there w** no-one to tell 
me. 

Being almost innumerate, anything Yith figures other than 
dates, confuses me and I C*n't stand generation grids and 
letter references. I'm *"i-e I'm not alone. 

So - I've gone back to my original plan which be&w, in * fat 
ledger work book. Beginning in the usual way cOmmO" to every- 
one, I tracked back my immediate family to their earliest find- 
able date. They stayed in more or less the same place 50 it 
Wasn't too difficult except that nearly all the me" were cillled 
George or William. It w*s the" I should have begun a SYSTEM. 
But 1 didn't and nobody told me. 

Hav~ing collected the name THIRKILL and all its variants, the 
main one being THRELXELD. or "ice-versa, no-one knows - they 
scattered widely. of course. and greet bunches turned UP far 
from the ancestral home. I" ths main these were in the Strend 
and Southwbrk in London. from "hem in the north tney came 
w*s difficult to define, except for one branch which came from 
Brancepeth and Newcastle on Tyne. 

The.% are WO Of the main 'root*'. the others being *round Pen- 
rith and in Yorkshire around Ripon and Bradford. MiSCellEl"- 
eo"s ones fit in here and there, but some not at all which is 
commcnp1ace. 

You will notice - no dates or numbers yet. This is because 
I keep tabular sheets for each family giving them their es*- 
ential dates, what Americans call 'vital statistics' *nd what 
I. having Dee" B fashion designer a.11 my life, tho"ght meant 
36 - 26 - 36 ! . . 

Each sheet has B name on its oute? page *nd an index number 
and con*ist* of * double fold A4 with extras added either side 
if the family is specially big. On these sheets c*n be added 
every scrap Of known infommtion without ClUtteP, picture* too, 
if available. and cm be cross-referenced in relation to 
others. 

There is a master index, which one day I intend to p"t into 
alphabeticsl order, and the lot is kept in a couple of drawer* 
in a cheap pine chest of same. so the 'system' is not expens- 
ive, can expMd and ia easy to control. 
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The‘ title of each fold is the name of the main person on it 
OP. if there are several in the same occupation. a sub-title 
can read - the millers (of W.Yorks). the blacksmiths (of 
Middleto" Tyasl, the sword-makers (of Soho. London), the mer- 
chants COT Southwark) and the Soldmiths (of the Strand). 

.c 

This is not a learned method. I am perfectly aware, but it 
p"ts flesh on the bones and Sets me o"t of that awful "umer- 
ical jungle so many family historians seem to get trapped in. 
I haYe. i-or inStanCe, a wonderful and tangled list of name* 
purporting to relate me. via an American ancestor. to u1ysees 
Grant, or it might - if I Could understand it. 

I have a fear that in ge"ealaSy, we the iSnor*nt, "n-degreed. 
the beginners and the unlikely to understand methodology (like 
me) are being given an inferiority complex by the clever, the 
systematic. the mathematicians and the office -experienced. 

. . Never having worked in any kind of office in my life, routine 
flumoxes me. I can keep it going for a while but I can't be 
regular about it although I do keep clients properly listed. 
addressed and numbered. 

For my awn researches. my system needs none Of this. Every 
time I fit * new family together all I do is make a new tree 
of the tabular kind and it instantly become clear who 1s mi**- 
in&?. who ha* the wrong dates attributed to them end where the 
parents fit into the past generation. I can't bear a11 those 
awfui Salt Lake City work Sheets or computer print-outs though 
I can see their value to others more o~g*"i*ed than me. All 
they do 1s perpetuate inaccuracies and, what is almost as bad. 
take away the fle*h *"d blood which is what we need to put on. 
OII become StatistiCS. 

I" the charts Of my kind, if a" eIIror is discovered ali that 
is needed is to correct it or throw the whole sheet away ha"- 
in&! made a new one. It is only one Sheet Of paper. not a 
"hale system, mat is lost. 

','For instance, I w*s once severely taken to task by a kinsman 
thousands of miles away because my tree did not fit the ICI 
details he had. Far be it from me to denigrate the IGI ,,I*" 
- it is remarkable and. always afraid it is I "ho mi@,t be 
wrong. I re-checked both from my own info and from the orig- 
inal register where I had take" it from in the first place. 
The o~iSin*l was right. of course. Where the IGI info came 

I 
from, I don't know. 

The aver-learned, the over-sy*tematized - they can't help it 
and we *r* grateful fop all their work and patience - tend to 
+.a!=* the fun Out of searching and frighten *way t,,e beginners. 
Though SenealoSy i* * science, it is a" inexact one and rather 
more Of an art anyway. We were all beSinners once, and a,, 
what stupid mistakes we made ! 
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CONTACTING OTHERS OF YOUR NAME. 

‘Lamb Fois Tenach Abu’ 

(‘The Gentle Hand To Victory7 
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THE FAMILY OF DUNCALF ANNE COLE 

According to Fteaney. DVNCALF is a nickname. The earliest 
reference I have is of Thomas DUNCALF in Cheshire, 1380. It 
was in Cheshire that I began my search as my father, John 
DUNCALF was born there, 

_. 
At me dawn Of Parish Registers there were DUNCA‘FS in meGhire. 
Salop, Gloucestershire. Staffordshire. Lincolnshire (origin- 
ally from Cheshire). London and Cornwall. There was a" early 
migration from Cheshire to Yorkshire (16th century). Manches- 
ter (17th century) a"* Liverpool (18th century). 

I have traced one family from Richard DUNCALF, died 1737, Tong, 
to Richard DUNCALF, ChernlSt, died Lrrmston. Lanes. 1915. and 

-. his nephew Lor son) George Humphrey DUNCALF who died in France 
in 1916. I have traced my own ame*tors back to Richard 
DUNCALF of Middlevlch, Cheshire. who died in 1714. 

The name seems to have been B gift to imaginative scribes. The 
Visitation of 15.30 gives the name as DUNCALFE: later however, 
parish clerks produced a variety of spellings. Perhaps the 
spelling DUNCAFF is understandable in Yorkshire but why. if 
accent determines me spelling, BhO"ld tte same spelling be 
found in Devon ? DUNCARFE seems to suit the Devon accent 
better but a Shropshire register also includes a DUNCARFE. 

There are many DUNC‘IFFEs in the Manchester and Stockport 
areas to be found in the registers at St.Catherine's House and 
also one among the DUNCALFS at Ikwemam, Cheshire in 1738. 
At Prestbury. Cheshire. a DOONCA“FE appears and in Salop, a 
DUNCALEF - I wonder If this one had a Welsh accent 7 

In his will (lt320), William DUNCALF of Birmingham explains 
that his father “by mistake had his children registered 
DVNCAUFF and afterwards, when he discovered his mistake. he 
wrote DUNCALF which is proper”. DUNCUFF has persisted in 
that area e”eP since. I now accept a11 the follo”ing spell- 
ings as being derivatives of DUNCALF :- 

DON/DOON/DOWN/DUN or DUNE with CALFIKALF/CKALF/KELF/CAFF/COFF/ 
CUFF/COUGH/CAPH/CALPH/CALEFICALLPH/CALLF/CALSE/CAUPH/CAULPH/ 
CAULF/CEPH/CAVE/CARFE/CAUFE/CUFT either with OP without an E 
at the end. Also DUNCLAFIDUNCLIFF. 

I welcome all enqulrles and information about DUNCALF and "ill 
endeavour to reply or acknowledge by return post. 
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I. s. SWINNERTON 

,<ricing in another journal, my old friend Eunice Wilson. 
founder-member of this Guild, says ‘....Heraldry . if’s such 
a snabbish. specialised subject and the c”mmo” ma” has “one’. 

%h dear. dear ! Eunice, hw! wrong can you be ? 

Firstly, “hat da we mean by the ‘Common man’? All men are 
- UnieSS they aP@ Royal. Are we referring to Tic alleged 
‘blue blood’ Of the SriStOCraCy ? Who are they ? common 
men who have ‘got OrI’. The one great feature Of this society 
Of ours is that a man has always bee” able to rise 0” his own 
merits. This was not true in other countrie5 where there was 
a rigid class boundary. I have seen it written that something 
like 65% of the modern peerage is wt any older than Victoria” 
in origin. The ancestors Of most Of our present-day Noble 
Lords were bankers. industrialists, merchants. politicians - 
particularly politicians ! - and the like. who did well for 
themselves and climbed the social ladder as a consequence. 

Think back to your schooldays and history lessons - where are 
the de Montforts. de Sohuns and Malets of today ? For many 
excellent examples of life’s game of snakes and ladders, read 
sir *nttlany Wagner’s ‘English Genealogy’. 

So - in the peerage books you will find lots of commn men + 
lots of their Heraldry. 

Those of you who have heard me lecture on the subject will, 
I hope. agree that it is e srmbbish. can be great fun and 
can be an aid to the family historian in h1s research. 

Let me give you a CO”ple Of examples. 

The “History Of me Lineage Of me Palgraves” says :- 

11.1 Early Palgrave Arms 
,tt least ten distinct coats of arms have been attributed to 
bearers of the surname Palgrave or one of its variant*. 
With just one exception all have featured a lion. I” most 
csses the lion has bee” silver (.x-gent) or gold (or) on a. 
blue (azure) ground. me stance of the animal has varied 
frm rearing (rampant) to standing (statant) with the head 
in profile or turned to its left (guardant). 



When our Chairman, a great lover of Heraldry. decided to ap;:y 
for a grant of arms he could not prove a direct male line dc.i- 
cent from the recorded armigeruus Palgraves of yesteryear t’;: 
:llere was a strong Co”“ectio”, of course - he is The pre*er,:- 
day expert on the Palgrave family. The College cf Arms the??- 
fore granted him FOUR silver lions on a blue shield divitief 
by a cross k’ithina border. 
graYe family Will cerfainly 
nection ! 

From my own family. Robert Swy”“erto” SO" Of Sir John Svi”“er- 
ton, Lord Mayor Of London. gave his’arms in rile Visitation Of 
1633 as a black cross with flowery ends on a silver shield 
quartered with ?.ame within a red border. The Heralds accepted 
this as correct and recorded it. 

From historical records we know, therefore. that he had to 50 
descended from the only ma” in the history of the family who 
was entitled to bear these particular arms (Humphrey Swynner- 
ton) in that his father. Humphrey de Swynnerton, was the hei? 
of the senio~ine and his mother, Anna. the heiress ar.d 
daughter of Thomas Swynnerton of Hilton. the junior line. 

so in searching for the ancestry of the Lord Mayor (which was 
unrecorded beyond a mention of his father’s name). from hi5 
srms we were give” a very strong lead a?, to exactly where t3 
look. 



ONE-UPMANSHIP FROM DOWN-UNDER! ~.N.IILB'~ 

. .” and will aim to include (i) the listings of all relevant 
index entries of birtb.5, deaths and marriages at St.Catheri”e’s 
HOUSe! This sentence will Se all too familiar to every Guild 
merber and is qJoted from the 53Ck Of a mePlber5hip application 
form Which you completed and sent back to the GUlld Registrar. 
However, SO that you should not too easily be allowed :o for- 
get this simple message. if is again quoted in the Register 
of One-Name Studies that was sent to you in return. Seldom 
have so few words bee” used to &scribe such a” enormous task 
and yet it is one that we a11 need to fackle by one means or 
another. one Of the more unusual “means” was described an 
page 6' of our Journal No.4 but this involved going to Salt 
Lake City to view rolls of microfilm rather than St.Catheri"e's 
House. It is alleged that copies of these same reels of 
microfilm can be hired for viewing at the Mormon Libraries in 
Britain, but they cover the period 1837 to 1903 only,and even 
so mu*t represent a great many reels of film, as our corres- 
pondent reported. 

If occurred to the writer that if only this film could be 
transferred to microfiche or better still, treat the entire 
index in this way, it would be feasible to colle~f your C.E.O. 
Index extracts anywhere in Britain or any Other part of the 
world where F. H. Societies could be persuaded to invest in 
a set of "index" microfiche, as they are already doing with 
the 1.0.1. It might then be possible to order a certificate 
for any part of England or Wales through the local Registrar 
at a fraction Of the present cost, travelling and frustration. 
Cone would be the need for coachloads of eager family histor- 
isns to descend an St.Catherine's House. and who knows. per- 
haps the money saved an travel might be spent cm buying more 
certificates and all as a result of the G.R.O. being able to 
sell copies of an Index which is at present looked at free but 
displayed at great cost. It sehed such a good idea that 
there must be some hidden reason why it had not bee” done al- 
ready. So the whole thing was dismissed as a pipe dream; 
until my local librarian said did I k"aw that British Telecom 
were now offering telephone directories on microfiche to avoid 
the substantial charge made by the Post Offlce for delivering“ 
phone-books. Shortly afterwards Guild Secretary, John MPP- 
fleet. showed me a copy of his local telephone directory an 
what appeared to be 1e*s than a doze" microfiche. 



Imagine my surpl‘ise, therefore. on receiving from a” A”Stra- 
lia.” Guild member N0.401. the September 1983 copy of “O’Tuama” 
Journal of The Toomey One Name Group in which he list.5 two 
pages Of ToorIley I"dex References from the N.S.W. Registrar's 
Microfiche Index of Births, Marriages and Deaths and reminds 
his readers to quote the registration number uhe applying for 
certificates, otherwise and additiona 2 dollars will be added 
to me 6 dollar fee. I” hi5 editorial he berates the “poiit- 
icians" of the adjoining State of Victoria to "get your act 
together and release these very valuable records !" 

The writer Of the above article, our Registrar Fred Filby, 

ha.5 had a very rough time lately. same Of you may have See” 

a programme on Thames Television ‘Family Trees’. I haven’t 

as I understand it is very early in the evening but the rep- 

orts I have received have been very mixed. Apparently one 
.' night the presenter asked Cecil Humphery-Smith about the rel- 

ationship of people of the same name and how could one get 
a tree Of O".?'S own. 

When it came to screening ail this was cut out except the 
last sentence and Fred's name and address promptly appeared 
0" the screen! 

Poor Fred the" got 760 letters on the lines of 'Please send 
me my family tree'! 8ei"g Fred he answered them all, as he 
put it 'to protect the good name of the Guild'. Many were 
from children and he was reluctant to disvpoint them. 

This is a summary of the affair but Fred felt members ought 
to know of it and to know why he was behind with his regist- 
rations and his correspondence!. TO add insult to injury, 
two Society secretaries complained to the FFHS - they were 
sure he had done a deal with C.H-S. for free publicity! 

Our sincere thanks, Fred, and our admiration for the way you 
handled it. 



Dear Editor 

Having interest in a canparitively rare surname, and a comp- 
rehensive index. I decided to put to the test Tony Benton's 
method Of calculating the sixe Of the family - a straight- 
forward multiplication of 4 times the number of private tele 
phone subscribers. 

Four times the telephone subscribers (711 in the British 
Directories gave 284 ULPHS. 

R check on my card index revealed that the total number of 
ULPHS alive and living in Great Britain was - 283! This 
excludes female ULPHS who have married and left the family 
but includes females who have joined it by marrying male 
"LPHS. 

Well done Tony. On my evidence you've 'cracked' it! 

Yours sincerely 

Colin Ulph. 

CCO2i" "2Oh. 281 "per morenan Rd. shoreham-by-sea. w.s"ssex.BN4 688, 

f l l f f l 

Dear Sir 

With reference to your request. on page 145 of Issue NO.9 
Of the 'Journal', regarding finding aids re 'the men who 
served in World.War I'. I would like bring to your attention 
a book that I found on the London shelf at the Society of 
Genealogists. 

Published in 1922 by the L.C.C. and titled 'L.C.C.Record of 
War Service 1914-18' it gives brief details of all their emp 
lopes who served in that war - a few hundred names are rent- 
ioned. 

I found in its pages details of the only GUYVER killed in 
that war. his job before the war, his rank, regiment. length 
of service at the front and the date and sector of the front 
where he was killed. 

Yours sincerely 

Peter D C"y"er 

,P.D.C",,"Cr. J T!,"rza C"i,*t. I.O"d"" Rd., Is1Cworth. MiddX.Tk, SDCI 



1. 0” page 120 you are a*Lcing members for more articles 8?.3. 
on the opposite page (121) you explain that sme submitte: 
articles fare not considered suitable. I don’t “vlolentiy 
disagree” with the editorial decision but I feel (as presur- 
ably do the submitters of the articles), that there is a use 
for computing articles in the journal for the laynan. “Con;- 
uters in Genealogy” is for genealogists who are practitioners 
in computing and many Guild members would not wish to sut- 

,scribe to it but they do wish to know if com,3ut+rs could be 
Of use in their *t”dies. 

2. Mr.Sandison’s warnings about the Data Protection Bill 
@Ye me some amu.sement in between worrying about the graw 
implications. My Kidman data base 1s currently stored on 
three computer systems belonging to HMG. a defence c~ntracto~ 
and a university. I can see plenty Of complicatio”s i-egist- 
ering that lot unless the bill is very precise !! 

3. A word of warning about Australian death certificates 
(pages 130-131). I had heard before hew useful these certif- 
lcates were and had indeed used one from the Colony of Vic- 
toria. Recently, however, I obtained one for a so”+3 Austm- 
lian death in 1858 which only has the date of death. name. sex, 
age. trade * residence, cause of death and @.ce of death. Ii 
was “e”erthebs only f3 including search fee and I gave very 
scant details for the search. me moral is that some colonies 
kept more information than Others and the place of birth that 
I had hoped for remains a mystery. 



PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED P.M.L. 

The Newsletier LS to be published half-yearly in return for 
SrKIlpS. The first issue. together with a questionnaire. was 
sent to all Hit.chons in the British Telephone Directories. 
The second issue (printad in computer text) gives the results 
of the survey. 30 have been returned complete. 35 have not 
yet been returned and 10 were returned to show that the rec- 
ipients do not wish to become involved. It would be inter- 
e*ting to know how these results compare with similar surveys 
carried out by other Guild members. Most Of the 2"d.iss"e 
is taken up with Hitchon entries from Directories - mainly 
from Lancashire where the name occurs mst frequently. Pre- 
sumably Mr. Hitchon will have to broaden the basis of his 
study to include not onl~y ilitchcn b Hitchin (which he accepts 
as variants) but al.50 Hickin, Higgins and even Ikin a*, In 
Cheshire, one Hitchcn family used all these variants in two 
generations in the nineteenth century. 

* l f l l 

The editorial contrasts the Swinnerton Gathering Iat which 
the Editor was a guest). with over 160 people present. with 
the Palgrave gathering where the largest attendance to date 
has been 53. Even assuming that there are more Swinnertons 
than Palgraves, it appears that more of the former SUPPort 
their Society. The editor ask* for suggestions as to how the 
Palgrave Society can encourage greater participation in its 
activities. This plea is doubtless echoed by other one-name 
groups with a high proportion of passive members and they 
would probably welcome any ideas which am put fviwdzd. 

PENTY FAMILY NAME SOCIETY: Newsletter N0.4, Dec.1983. 3pp. 
t.ditor: Norma" E.Penty, 'Kymbeli"' 

30 Lych'way, Horse11, Waking, surrey G"Zl 490. 

As with several other B category newsletters , the editor 
gives no indication of the frequency of the publication or 
whether a subscription is payable. Members will experience 
difficulty with filing or binding these sheets as the margins 
left are very narrow. Mr Penty is appealing to other mmbers 
of the family to put pen to paper and contribute to the ncw4- 

letter - other editors will sympathise! 



l t l l . 

ROOTHAM RESEARCH REVIEW: Volume 1. id*. 1 Decenber 1983. A-5. 

BPP. Photocopied. Editor: Mr*.Thelma Smith. Harewold, 48. 
Woodham way. Waking, surrey. 

This is a first effort by Mr*. Smith and in her own words - 
“I nope with this first newsletter to introduce the aims of 
my Rootham research and to give details of some of the ach- 
ieve.nent* to date: 

She goes on LO explain what *te.rted her off (her mother had 
been told that Rootham was either Dutch or Cermanl and then 
explains the progress *he has made 80 far. 

I shall not say any more because I propare to "Se it a* an 
article in the next issue as an example to us all of how to 
compose a very simple little net.zletter to x>et the appetite 
of a family. 

l l l * . . 

THE BERESFORD tmGAZINE: The Journal of the 3dresfosd Society 
NO.12. January 1984, 38pp. A5. Printed by ?ff*et litho. 
Editor: D.K.Bere*ford, 13 Downesway, Alderlay Edge. Cheshire 

The Beesford Society must, I suppose, be t.% 'whir kids' of 
O"e-N&ller*, starting only 3 years ago they =ow have an cbv- 
iously enthcsiastic membcr*hip of 238. The x.gazine is very 
well.produced and lavishly illustrated wit3 pictures of the 
gathering of the Au*tra,lian members (500 ar:ended!) and of 
other Bcresfords. past and pre*ent. There ;* the usual art- 
icle an an eminent member of the family of ;rkom they do seen 
to have had more than most! I am surprise? not to 588 .sn 
ISSN no. the magarinc certainly should bc :cgi*tcrfd with d 
readership of this order. 
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News Up-date 
nEMoERSHIP 
AS at the ZlST. January this stood at 450. ThC Guild nl”5t 
be quite exceptional as the Treasurer reported that '10% of 
the members paid their subscription for the current year with- 
in the first 20 days. (Perhaps my note in Issue No.9 spurred 
them on! 1 

This is a new venture and one the committee hope will prove 
popular. They are being produced in Wine and Blue and feat- 
we .s single Guild emblem. They will cost f5.50 inclusive 
of postage. 

One or two members have sent in long lists of other names in 
which they are Lnterested through marriage links etc. asking 
that they should be published in the Journal. The Guild is 
for One-Name studies and it was felt that space must be kept 
for the names registered. However, an index of spouses is 
to be compiled and details of this will be available in the 
next issue. 

are moving to new premises on the 1 Rugu*t 1984. Their new 
address will be 14 Charterhouse Buildings. London, ECU4 7BR. 
The new headquarters will be very much larger and investigat- 
ions are going On to see if it will be possible to house the 
Guild's library there. 

YEETlHGS IHO CONFEREHC** 

By the time you read this, our Second Regional One Day Confer- 
ence at Spofforth. Yorkshire will have taken place - a report 
of the day will appear in the next issue. The ne*t one Will 
be held in the Midland*, probably Birmingham, in the Autumn. 

The arrangements for the 5th.Annual Conference and AGM to be 
held in London on 19-20 May are now complete and members are 
asked to send in their bookings &* soon as possible. 

The Autunn Conference of the Federation of Family History 
Societies will be held iCNorwich from the 31st.August to the 
Znd.Scptcmber 1984. The them is ‘Communication & Mobility’ 
and full details may bc obtained from Mr*.Linda Donald. The 
Hyde, Fleggburgh. Norfolk NR29 3h0. ,SAE p1oase. of CO"rSc~. 



The Guild of One Name Studies was formed In September, 1979 to 
encourage the exchange of Ideas and co-operative liaison between 
the g-rouing number of family historians who concentrate their research 
on all references to a single surname Including prove" variants. 

I" the majority of cases this activity Is carried on by a" Individual 
working alone and not as a member of a One-Name Society, although many 
such societies have been established and admitted to the Federation of 
Family History Societies as formally constituted organisations. 

The Aims and Objectives of the GUILD .ZBI 

(a) To bring together those Individuals and groups of people 
who are engaged In the collection of family data data relative to 
all references, branches and occurrences of a single surname, 

(b) To produce a Jouxnal and hold periodic meetings for the 
exchange of Information on so"rces and research techniques helpful 
to One-Name activity. 

(c) To maintain and publish a REGISTER of the.sur"ames being res- 
earched and, through close association with the Federation of 
Family History Societies, to secure the widest possible awareness of 
One-Name research, 

(d) To encourage and ensure by a written undertaking, that 
members will deal with all reply-paid enquiries relative to their 
registered surname. 

New applicants for membership of the Guild should send a stamped addressed 
envelope to the Registrar, requesting a Registration form. Overseas 
applicants may send lnternatlonal Reply Coupons. 

The Registration Fee Is 52-00 and the Annual Subscription, payable 1st 
January, Is fit00. The subscription covers four Issues of this Journal 
and two Issues of Family History News and Digest. 
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